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A Short Proof of the Littlewood–Richardson Rule
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We give an involution type proof of the Littlewood–Richardson rule.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Littlewood–Richardson rule is a combinatorial rule for computing the multiplicities of
the irreducible polynomial characters of GLn in the product of two irreducible polynomial
characters. It can also be stated in terms of Schur functions as follows. (For undefined
terminology see [4, Ch. 1].) For partitions    we denote by s= the skew Schur function
indexed by =. For a (column-strict) tableau T (with positive integer entries) we define the
word of T , w.T /, to be the word obtained from T by reading the entries in T from right to
left in successive rows, starting with the top row. Let h–,–i be the usual scalar product in the
vector space of symmetric functions [4, Section 1.4].
DEFINITION 1.1. Let w D w1 : : : wn be a word in the symbols 1; 2; 3; : : : and  D
.1; 2; : : : / a partition. For 1  r  n and i  1 denote by wr the word w1 : : : wr
and by N .i; wr / the number of occurrences of the symbol i in wr . We say that w is a
.; i/-lattice permutation if for 1  r  n the inequality
N .i C 1; wr /C iC1  N .i; wr /C i
holds. We say that w is a  -lattice permutation if it is a .; i/-lattice permutation for all i  1.
Note that if  D 0, then a  -lattice permutation is the same as a lattice permutation. Next
we state the Littlewood–Richardson rule:
THEOREM 1.2. Let    and    be partitions. Then hs=; s= i is the number of
tableaux T of shape = and weight  −  such that w.T / is a  -lattice permutation.
Note that although in the classical formulation of the Littlewood–Richardson rule one has  D
0 (see e.g. [4, Section 1.9]), Theorem 1.2 is not more general since hs=; s= i D hs=s ; si
for all partitions    and    . A generalization of the Littlewood–Richardson rule to
flagged Schur functions can be found in [5].
Using the machinery of Gelfand–Tsetlin schemes Berenstein and Zelevinsky [2] found
an involution type proof of a rule which can be decoded in terms of the usual Littlewood–
Richardson rule [3]. In Section 2 we give an involution type proof of the Littlewood–Richardson
rule using the traditional machinery of Young tableaux.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
For r 2 Z let hr denote the r th homogeneous symmetric function. (Recall that if r < 0, then
hr D 0.) For a partition  denote by sgn./ the sign of  . Let l be the length of . For  2 Sl
let ./ be the sequence f. j/ − . j/C jgljD1. For an integer sequence  D .1; 2; :::/ let
Tab.=; / D fP j P is a tableau of shape = and weight g
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and h D h1 h2    . (Note that if  contains a negative entry, then Tab.=; / D ; and
h D 0.) Let
A D f.; P/ j  2 Sl and P 2 Tab.=; ./− /g and
B D f.; P/ 2 A j w.P/ is not a  -lattice permutationg:
PROPOSITION 2.1. There exists an involution  V B ! B such that if .; P/ D .; Q/;
then sgn. / D − sgn./.
PROOF. Let .; P/ 2 B and w D w.P/ be the word of P . Let
r D minf j  1 j w j is not a  -lattice permutationg: (1)
Then wr D i C 1 for some i  1 and wr is not a .; i/-lattice permutation, but it is a
.; j/-lattice permutation for any j 6D i . Note also that
N .i C 1; wr /C iC1 D N .i; wr /C i C 1: (2)
Call an element i (resp. i C 1) of P free, if there is no i C 1 (resp. i) in its column. Let R
(resp. C) denote the row (resp. column) of wr as an element of P and let QR denote the row
above R. We claim that all .i C 1/’s in R which are in w>r are free. Assume the contrary.
Then there is an i in QR which is in a column to the left of C . Since the rows of P are weakly
increasing and the columns are strictly increasing, it follows that none of the .i C 1/’s in R
in columns weakly to the right of C are free and that there are no .i C 1/’s in QR in columns
weakly to the left of C . This shows that if wu is the i in QR above the rightmost .i C 1/ in
R, then all .i C 1/’s in the word wu : : : wr are paired with some of the i’s in wu : : : wr , so
N .i C 1; wu : : : wr /  N .i; wu : : : wr /. Therefore
N .i C 1; w.u−1//− N .i; w.u−1//  N .i C 1; wr /− N .i; wr / > i − iC1;
so wu−1 is not a  -lattice permutation. This contradicts (1) since u − 1 < r .
Now we are ready to construct . Let  D   .i; i C 1/, where .i; i C 1/ is the permutation
that interchanges i and iC1. Let Q be obtained from P by replacing all free i’s (resp. .iC1/’s)
in P that are in w>r with .i C 1/’s (resp. i’s) and arranging them in weakly increasing order,
independently in each row. Then Q is a column-strict tableau such that
r D minf j  1 j w.Q/ j is not a  -lattice permutationg and
w.Q/r D i C 1: (3)
The fact that all .i C 1/’s in R which are in w>r are free implies that
N .i; w.Q/>r / D N .i C 1; w.P/>r / and
N .i C 1; w.Q/>r / D N .i; w.P/>r /: (4)
Note that for 1  j  l we have
./ j D
8><>:
./iC1 − 1; if j D i ;
./i C 1; if j D i C 1;
./ j ; otherwise.
(5)
From (2), (4), and (5) it follows that the weight of Q is ./ −  , so .; Q/ 2 B. Define
.; P/ D .; Q/. Note that if we replace all free i’s (resp. .i C 1/’s) in Q that are in
w.Q/>r with .i C 1/’s (resp. i’s) and arrange them in weakly increasing order, independently
in each row, then we obtain P . This fact together with (3) shows that .; Q/ D .; P/,
i.e.,  is an involution. We also have that sgn. / D − sgn./ which completes the proof of
Proposition 2.1.
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REMARK 2.2. A similar involution has been used by Bender and Knuth to prove that the
skew Schur functions are symmetric [1].
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. It is well known that s= D PP x P , where P runs over all
tableaux of shape =, and




For a finite set S denote by jSj its cardinality. We have that
hs=; s= i D
X
2Sl
sgn./hs=; h./− i D
X
2Sl











Note that .; P/ 2 A n B implies that w is a  -lattice permutation. In particular, for i  1 we
have that
./iC1 D N .i C 1; w/C iC1  N .i; w/C i D ./i ;
which implies that  is the identity permutation. Therefore
P
.;P/2AnB sgn./ is the number
of tableaux of shape = and weight  −  whose words are  -lattice permutations. To
complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 it remains to show that
P
.;P/2B sgn./ D 0. This
follows immediately from Proposition 2.1.
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